Abstract. As the sequel to [3, 5] , we construct a simply connected minimal complex surface of general type with pg = 0 and K 2 = 4 by using a rational blow-down surgery and Q-Gorenstein smoothing theory.
Introduction
A rational surface satisfies p g = q = 0 and it has Kodaira dimension κ = −∞. Around 1894 Castelnuovo conjectured that a surface with p g = q = 0 is rational. However the conjecture was soon shown to be false by the examples of Enriques: Non-rational surfaces with p g = q = 0. Castelnuovo also found other examples of non-rational surfaces with p g = q = 0. Enriques' examples have Kodaira dimension 0 while Castelnuovo's examples have Kodaira dimension 1. Hence smooth surfaces of general type (i.e. Kodaira dimension 2) with p g = q = 0 are very interesting from the point of view of the history of surfaces with p g = q = 0.
Nowadays a large number of examples of surfaces of general type with p g = q = 0 are known due to Godeaux, Campedelli, and so on [2] . However it was only in 1983 that the first example of a simply connected surface of general type with p g = 0 appeared -so-called, Barlow surface [1] . Barlow surface has K 2 = 1. The second examples were discovered just recently. Motivated by a result of the second author [4] , Y. Lee and the second author constructed a family of simply connected minimal complex surfaces of general type with p g = 0 and K 2 = 1, 2 by using rational blow-down surgery and Q-Gorenstein smoothing theory [3] . After this construction, the authors constructed a family of simply connected minimal complex surfaces of general type with p g = 0 and K 2 = 3 by the similar methods [5] . In this paper we extend the results [3, 5] to the case of K 2 = 4. That is, we construct a new simply connected minimal surface of general type with p g = 0 and K 2 = 4 by using a rational blow-down surgery and Q-Gorenstein smoothing theory. This is the first example of such complex surfaces.
The key ingredient of this paper is to find an elliptic surface Y equipped with a special bisection (= an irreducible curve on an elliptic surface whose intersection number with a fiber is 2). Blowing-up Y several times appropriately, we get a rational surface Z which makes it possible to get such a complex surface. Once we have a right candidate Z for K 2 = 4, the remaining argument is similar to that of K 2 = 1, 2, 3 case appeared in [3, 5] . That is, by applying a rational blow-down surgery and Q-Gorenstein smoothing theory developed in [3] to Z, we obtain a minimal complex surface of general type with p g = 0 and K 2 = 4. Then we show that the surface is simply connected. Since almost all the proofs are parallel to the case of the main construction in [5, §3] , we only explain how to construct such a minimal complex surface and we prove that the surface is simply connected. The main result of this paper is the following Theorem 1. There exists a simply connected minimal complex surface of general type with p g = 0 and K 2 = 4.
Main construction
We start with a special elliptic fibration Y := P 2 ♯9P 2 which is used in the main construction of this paper. Let L 1 , L 2 , L 3 and A be lines in P 2 and let B be a smooth conic in P 2 intersecting as in Figure 1 (a). We consider a pencil of cubics
and A + B, which has 4 base points, say, p, q, r and s. In order to obtain an elliptic fibration over P 1 from the pencil, we blow up three times at p and r, respectively, and twice at s, including infinitely near base-points at each point. We perform one further blowing-up at the base point q. By blowing-up nine times, we resolve all base points (including infinitely near base-points) of the pencil and we then get an elliptic fibration Y = P 2 ♯9P 2 over P 1 ( Figure 2 ). There are four sections of the elliptic fibration Y corresponding to the four base points p, q, r, and s. Among these sections we use only two sections corresponding to p and q, say S 1 and S 2 respectively, for the main construction. Furthermore, the elliptic fibration Y has an I 8 -singular fiber containing the proper transforms L i of L i (i = 1, 2, 3). Also Y has an I 2 -singular fiber consisting of the proper transforms A and B of A and B, respectively. According to the list of Persson [6] , we may assume that Y has only two more nodal singular fibers F 1 and F 2 by choosing generally L i 's, A and B (Figure 2) . For example the pencil used in [5] works: Since M meets every member in the pencil at three points, M is a bisection of the elliptic fibration Y → P 1 . Furthermore, since q ∈ M , the section S 2 meets M at one point ( Figure 2) .
Next, by blowing-up nine times on Y , we construct a rational surface Z which contains a special configuration of linear chains of P 1 's. At first we blow up twice at the marked point on F 1 . We then blow up seven times totally at the six marked points • on each fibers and at the intersection point • of M and S 2 . We then get a rational surface Z = Y ♯9P 2 . We also denote by F i (i = 1, 2) the proper transforms of F i . Then there exists a linear chain of P 1 's in Z: Finally, by applying Q-Gorenstein smoothing theory to Z as in [3, 5] , we construct a minimal complex surface with p g = 0 and K 2 = 4. That is, we first contract the chain C 252,145 of P 1 's from Z so that it produces a normal projective surface X with one permissible singular point. And then, by using a similar technique in [3, 5] , we can conclude that X has a Q-Gorenstein smoothing and a general fiber X t of the Q-Gorenstein smoothing of X is a minimal complex surface of general type with p g = 0 and K 2 = 4. Let us denote a general fiber of the Q-Gorenstein smoothing of X by X t . It remains to prove the simple connectivity of X t . Proposition 1. X t is simply connected.
Proof. Let Z 252 be a rational blow-down 4-manifold obtained from Z by replacing the configuration C 252,145 with the corresponding rational ball B 252,145 . Since a general fiber X t of a Q-Gorenstein smoothing of X is diffeomorphic to the rational blow-down 4-manifold Z 252 , it suffices to show that Z 252 is simply connected. We decompose the surface Z into Z = Z 0 ∪C 252,145 . Then we have Z 252 = Z 0 ∪B 252,145 . Furthermore, since π 1 (∂B 252,145 ) → π 1 (B 252,145 ) is surjective, by Van-Kampen theorem, it suffices to show that π 1 (Z 0 ) = 1.
Let α i be a normal circle of u i . First, note that Z and the configuration C 252,145 are all simply connected. Hence, applying Van-Kampen theorem on Z, we get . Since 9574 ≡ 6 (mod 26), we have α is also a generator of π 1 (∂C 252,145 ), we have i * (α 1 ) = 1. Therefore π 1 (Z 0 ) = 1 by (2).
